
ISSN 1028 -7507 �ªãáâ¨ç¨© ¢÷á¨ª. 2000. �®¬ 3, N 2. �. 3 { 9517.52 HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS IN WAVELET BASESC. CATTANI�, L. TOSCANO���Department of Mathematics \G. Castelnuovo",University of Rome \La Sapienza"��Department of Applied Mathematics \R. Caccioppoli",University of Napoli \Federico II"Received 16.06.2000In this paper we discuss the problem of representing hyperbolic di�erential operators using orthonormal wavelet bases.A numerical algorithm is shortly outlined and a numerical experiment in the linear magnetohydrodynamics, as a testproblem, is eventually outlined.� áâ ââ÷ ®¡£®¢®à¥® ¯à®¡«¥¬ã ¯à¥¤áâ ¢«¥ï £÷¯¥à¡®«÷ç¨å ¤¨ä¥à¥æ÷©¨å ®¯¥à â®à÷¢ § ¢¨ª®à¨áâ ï¬ ®àâ®®à-¬®¢ ¨å ¢¥©¢«¥â-¡ §¨á÷¢. �®à®âª® ®¯¨á ® à®§à åãª®¢¨©  «£®à¨â¬,   â ª®¦ ç¨á¥«ì¨© ¥ªá¯¥à¨¬¥â § ®¡« áâ÷«÷÷©®ù ¬ £÷â®£÷¤à®¤¨ ¬÷ª¨, ïª¨© ¢¨áâã¯ õ ¢ à®«÷ â¥áâ®¢®ù § ¤ ç÷.� áâ âì¥ ®¡áã¦¤¥  ¯à®¡«¥¬  ¯à¥¤áâ ¢«¥¨ï £¨¯¥à¡®«¨ç¥áª¨å ¤¨ää¥à¥æ¨ «ìëå ®¯¥à â®à®¢ á ¨á¯®«ì§®¢ ¨¥¬®àâ®®à¬¨à®¢ ëå ¢¥©¢«¥â-¡ §¨á®¢. �®à®âª® ®¯¨á  à áç¥âë©  «£®à¨â¬,   â ª¦¥ ç¨á«¥ë© íªá¯¥à¨¬¥â ¨§®¡« áâ¨ «¨¥©®© ¬ £¨â®£¨¤à®¤¨ ¬¨ª¨, ¢ëáâã¯ îé¨© ¢ à®«¨ â¥áâ®¢®© § ¤ ç¨.INTRODUCTIONWavelet theory [1, 2] has been quite recently ap-plied to the numerical modelling of di�erential equa-tions [3 {6]. It founds wide application in modernacoustics and hydrodynamics when desctribing theprocesses going with di�erent time-frequency scales.The main feature of this method is providing ane�cient approximation for functions in the waveletbases of a suitable functional space. Furthermore,from the point of view of the numerical computa-tion, fast algorithms for the wavelet transform areavailable [1, 7], and these algorithms are proven tobe much faster than the well known (and celebrated)fast Fourier transform (see e. g. [7,8]).A localized analysis [1,2] seems to be the most con-venient approach for studing phoenomena, in partic-ular nonlinear. In fact, impulse functions and distri-butions, performing singularities, are well represent-ed by their spectral decomposition in a wavelet bases.Wavelets are very well localized functions [1,2], and,since they are zero nearly everywhere, they can beeasily treated in numerical applications. The numer-ical approach to a di�erential equation is based onthe representation of the unknown function, with itscorresponding derivatives in a wavelet bases, and likein the collocation (or pointwise) method, the valueof the unknown function will be a linear combina-tion of known values at sampling locations. We willchoose the Haar family of wavelets as bases, and thecoe�cients will be computed by the fast Haar trans-form (see e. g. [2, 4, 7, 8]). The problem of represent-ing the derivatives of the unknown function will be

solved smoothing the Haar wavelets with suitable or-der splines.As application of this method we will approachthe fundamental equations of magnetohydrodynam-ics (section 1) which are based on a hyperbolic sys-tem of di�erential equations (in general non symmet-ric, see section 2). Theorems for the existence anduniqueness solution of hyperbolic system of magne-tohydrodynamics in suitable spaces (section 3), areknown (see e. g. [9] and therein quoted references),also in some special case (see [9] for dissipative bound-ary conditions), but exact solutions are always hardlyrecovered. In this paper it is shown the constructionof the Haar wavelet(section 4) solution of this hy-perbolic system. Wavelets are bases in the so-calledadaptive spaces (section 5); the collocation methodreferred to these, with a smoothing process of theHaar wavelets, will be discussed in section 6. Theexplicit numerical method is eventually sketched insection 7.1. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICSLet 
 be a domain of R3, x=(x1; x2; x3) an arbi-trary point and I a �nite interval of the time variablet, I def= ft : 0 < t < T; T <1g ;Q def= 
 � I:The electric �eld, the magnetic �eld and the speedof electrons are the vectors H;E;v respectively; p isthe scalar pressure of the electrons. The equations ofc C. Cattani, L. Toscano, 2000 3



ISSN 1028 -7507 �ªãáâ¨ç¨© ¢÷á¨ª. 2000. �®¬ 3, N 2. �. 3 { 9magnetohydrodynamics are summarized by the sys-tem (see e. g. [9])8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>: �o @H@t = �r� E �K;"o @E@t = r�H + enov � J;mno @v@t = �rp� eno (E +B� v) + F;1nomv2o @p@t = �r � v + � (1)in Q, where K is the magnetic current; J is the elec-tric current; F is the external body force, � is theux, B is the magnetic induction; no and vo are themean density of electrons and mean speed of elec-trons respectively. Parameters e, "o and �o representthe charge of the electron, the dielectric constant andthe magnetic permeability, in vacuum, related by thecondition c2 def= 1"o�o > v2o :Here r is the usual nabla di�erential operatorr def= � @@x1 ; @@x2 ; @@x3�:The initial conditions are( H(x; 0) = h(x); E(x; 0) = e(x)v(x; 0) = �(x); p(x; 0) = P (x) in 
; (2)where h(x), e(x), �(x) and the scalar function P (x)are known in 
, while on the boundary @
, we have( E �H � n � 0pv � n � 0 in @
 � I; (3)being n the outward normal vector.For every cube K�R3, the rate of the energy inthe domain 
\K at time t, is12 Z
\K det��oH2 + "oE2 + nomv2 + p2nomv2o� dx:If this integral converges to a �nite value, for anyK, then the plasma state is called with �nite energy,or with locally �nite energy if it converges only for abounded measurable set K.

2. HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMSHyperbolic system of di�erential equations mightbe expressed asE(x)@u@t = Ai(x) @i@u +B(x)u+ f (x; t)(i = 1; : : : ; n); (4)where the m�m matricesE = (E��); Ai = (Ai��); B = (B��)(�; � = 1; : : : ;m);and the m vectorsu = (u�) f = (f�) (� = 1; : : : ;m)are functions of x=(xi) and t. When E and Ai,(i=1; : : : ; n) are symmetric matrices and E is de�-nitely positive, system (4) is an hyperbolic symmetricsystem.If we de�ne the electromagnetic state of amagnetohydrodynamics system (plasma) by thefunction H=[H;E;v; p], and the �eld source byF(x; t)=[�K;�J;F;�], system (1) takes the form(see e. g. [9]) of an hyperbolic symmetric system like(4), assuming n=3, m=10 and with u=H, f=F :E(x)@H@t =Ai(x) @i@H+B(x)H+F(x; t) in 
(i=1; : : : ; n): (5)The �rst order di�erential operator A acting on theclass of C1-functions is de�ned asAH def= Ai @i@H (i = 1; 2; 3)and veri�es the condition on the formal adjointA?=A. The initial state (2) is represented byH(x; t)jt=0 = Ho;Ho def= [h(x); e(x);�(x); P (x)]; (6)and the boundary conditions (3) might be reduced toS(H(x; t)) � 0 in @
� I; (7)being S an algebraic operator.3. SPACE OF SOLUTIONSWith respect to (4), let us consider only the func-tions u : D�!H, de�ned in an arbitrary domain4 C. Cattani, L. Toscano



ISSN 1028 -7507 �ªãáâ¨ç¨© ¢÷á¨ª. 2000. �®¬ 3, N 2. �. 3 { 9D�Rn, with values into an Hilbert separable spaceH, where the inner product ishf; giH def= ZD f(x)g?(x)dx;and the norm of a function iskfkH = hf; f?i1=2H :The spaceL2(D;H) = �u : u is measurable in H;ZD kuk2Hdx <1�is the Hilbert space, moreoverLloc2 (D;H) = �u : u 2 L2(K \D;H)8 bounded measurable set K � Rn�is the space of locally square-integrable functions. Wede�ne the linear subspaces:L2(�; D;H) def= �u : u 2 L2(D;H)and �u 2 L2(D;H0)�;Lloc2 (�; D;H) def= �u : u 2 Lloc2 (D;H)and �u 2 Lloc2 (D;H0)�;where � is a linear di�erential operator � : H�!H0with bounded and measurable coe�cients, and, inparticular, it isH1(I;H) def= L2(det; I;H):Let �1, �2, �3, �4 be closed linear subspacesof L2(r�;
;R3), L2(r�;
;R3), L2(r�;
;R3),L2(r;
;R) respectively, so that H2�1, E2�2,v2�3, p2�4, and� def= �1 � �2 � �3 � �4be a closed linear subspace of L2(A;
;R10). Thespace F = L2(I;�) \H1 �I; L2(A;
;R10)�represents the class of functions H(x; t) for whichE@H=@t, AH, BH exist in L2(Q;R10), and satis�esthe conditions (6) { (7), in the sense that H(t)2� foralmost all t2I. In particular, we have the followingsolutions (for the weak solutions see [9])

De�nition 1 H is a FE-solution of system (5)with boundary conditions (6) { (7) in � andF(x; t)2L2(Q;R10), Ho(x)2L2(
) given, if H(t)2Fsatis�es:8<:E @H@t =AH+BH+F almost everywere in Q;H(0)=Ho almost everywere in 
: (8)De�nition 2 H is a LFE-solution of system (5)with boundary conditions (6) { (7) in � andF(x; t)2Lloc2 (Q;R10), Ho(x)2Lloc2 (
) given, ifH(t)2F loc satis�es system (8),whereF loc def= �H : H 2 L2�I; L2(A;K \ 
)�\\H1�I; L2(A;K \ 
)�8 bounded measurable setK � R3and H(t) 2 �loc 8t 2 I�:In the following we will consider a numerical approx-imation of a FE-solution (8), in the Haar waveletbases.4. HAAR WAVELETSIn order to obtain an L2-approximation for thesolution of problem (8), we exploit the collocationmethod in a wavelet bases (see e. g. [10] and referencestherein), restricting (without any loss of generality)to dimension 1 (Rn ! R). We consider the Haarfamily of wavelets [1, 2, 11], based on two fundamen-tal functions: the so-called scaled function �(x) andthe (mother) wavelet 	(x). From the latter, by thedilation (depending on a scale factor n) and the trans-lation (depending on k), we will derive the waveletbases 	n;k(x) def= �2n2	(2nx� k)	k;n2Z ; (9)for the L2-functions.Let D�R and 1D(x) the rectangle function (withcompact support)1D(x) = ( 1 (x 2 D);0 (x 62 D);the Haar scaling function is�(x) def= 1[0;1)(x);and the Haar (mother) wavelet 	(x) is	(x) = 1[0; 12 )(x)� 1[ 12 ;1)(x):C. Cattani, L. Toscano 5
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Fig. 1. Haar wavelet bases in W3(Dn;k� [0; 1], n=2, 0�k�2)

Fig. 2. Composition of the Haar wavelet bases in W3(Dn;k� [0; 1], n=2, 0�k�2)These functions are related by the recursive formu-la [1,2]:8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: 2n2�(2nx� k) == �(2n+1x� k) + �(2n+1x� (k + 1));2n2	(2nx� k) == �(2n+1x� k) ��(2n+1x� (k + 1)): (10)(n; k2Z) From the mother wavelet 	(x), by scal-ing and translating, it is possible to de�ne the set ofwavelets (9):	n;k(x) def= 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: 1; x 2 � k2n ; k + 1=22n � ;�1; x 2 �k + 1=22n ; k + 12n � ;0; elsewhere : (11)

which are compact functions on the dyadic intervalsDn;k def= � k2n ; (k + 1)2n �; n; k 2 ZWe will see in section 5 that for a �xed n the familyof wavelets 	n;k are a bases for L2(D;R) functions,so that each point (x; y) of R�R might be expressedby (x; 2n2 	(2nx� k)) for suitable (n; k). Thus eachpoint of R�R becomes function of two parameters(n; k), in the functional space whose generator aref2n2	(2nx� k)g, which are an orthonormal basis forL2(D;R).5. ADAPTIVE SPACESLet fVngn2Z be the subset of L2(D;R) de�ned asthe set of functions f(x) of compact support on Dn;kVn def= �f(x) 2 L2(Dn;k;R) : f(x)= const 8x2Dn;k;f(x)=0 8x 62Dn;k�:Functions f(x) and subsets Vn ful�ll the axioms ofmultiscale resolution analysis [1, 11, 12]. Accordingto them, f�(x � k)gk2Z is an orthonormal basis inV0 and, for arbitrary n, adding the complementarysubspace (of wavelet) Wn,we haveVn+1 = Vn �Wn;where � is the direct sum of orthogonal subspaces.As a consequence the space L2(D;R) is \reconstruct-ed" as direct sum of orthogonal subspaces Wn ofwavelets L2 = �n2ZWn:In each Wn = spank2Z;x2R	n;k(x)the basis functions are the functions 	n;k(x) (at�xed n) of (9); for variable n, the all set of func-tions 	n;k(x) represents an orthonormal basis forL2 (�g. 1, 2). As a consequence, any L2-functionf(x), owns a spectral decomposition in Haar wavelets(�g. 3) f(x) = Xn;k2Z �nk 2n2 	(2nx� k); (12)where �nk def= +1Z�1 f(x)2n2	(2nx� k)dx: (13)6 C. Cattani, L. Toscano



ISSN 1028 -7507 �ªãáâ¨ç¨© ¢÷á¨ª. 2000. �®¬ 3, N 2. �. 3 { 9When 	(x) is given, the functional dependence onthe factor 2n2 , through the parameter n, produces ascaling of 	(x) while a non trivial k translates 	(x)either rightward (k>0), or leftward (k<0). Further-more 	(x) is a well localized function in the sensethat j	(n)(x)j � C exp(��jxj) 8x 2 R;n � N � 1; � > 0:The bases 	n;k(x) extend to the whole real line, how-ever if we have a function f(x) de�ned in a �nite do-main 
 of R, we can introduce a function ~f (x) thatcoincides with f(x) in 
 and has a compact supportin 
, i. e. vanishes out of 
.We notice that (see [10]):� for ">0 there exists a valueM<1 such that forn>0 and k2Z, there exists a constant � suchthat k	n;k(x)��kL2(D;R)<";� for ">0, there exists a value n such thatk	n;k(x)kL2(D;R)<".In other words, in the numerical approximation of afunction f(x), built on wavelets, there exists a �nest\level" n, �tting f(x).6. COLLOCATION WAVELET METHODLet 
�R be a �nite domain discretized inM sub-intervals at pointsxj = jM (j = 0; : : : ;M � 1);u(x; t) a one-parameter (t) function, sampled at theset of locations fxjg, and the corresponding sampledvalues utj def= u(xj; t):Using a pointwise approximation, and the waveletbases (9), we haveu(x; t) �= MXj=0 pj(x; t)utj; (14)wherepj(x; t)def=8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:�jk=�0; k 6=j;1; k = jat x=xk;�00(t)+ NXn=0 2M�1Xk=0 �nk (t)2n2 	(2nx�k)at x 6=xk: (15)

Fig. 3. Haar wavelets representation of a C0-function(n�3, k�3)
Fig. 4. Haar representation and the corresponding splineFor a �xed t the wavelet coe�cients �nk (t) are givenby Eq. (13), while the �rst coe�cient �00(t) is givenby an equation similar to (13) in which �(x) takesthe place of 	(2nx� k). Thus the value of u(x; t) inx 6=xj (at �xed time t) is determined by the values utj(supposed to be known) at the nodal points xj andby the values of the wavelet coe�cients �00; �nk . Thesecoe�cients, at �xed time t, might be (alternatively)easily computed by a FHT, Fast Haar Transform (seee. g. [1,5,7,10]).Since we are using the Haar wavelets having con-stant values, the formal derivatives, with respect tox, of (14) (according to (15)) trivially vanish. Thus,in order to get a similar wavelet representation (14) {(15), for the x-derivatives of u(x; t) we suggest to\transform" the piecewise function (14) in a non triv-ially di�erentiable function, using splines. To thisend, one has just to pick the middle points [4] ofthe subintervals in Eq. (11), and, together with theboundary points x0, xM , to build up a spline (seeC. Cattani, L. Toscano 7



ISSN 1028 -7507 �ªãáâ¨ç¨© ¢÷á¨ª. 2000. �®¬ 3, N 2. �. 3 { 9Table. 3-order spline corresponding to �g. 4y = 52:6263 + 96:7111x+ 56:9637x2+ 10:8824x3 x 2 [�2;�3=2]y = 0:273795 � 7:99393x� 12:8397x2� 4:6295x3 x 2 [�3=2;�3=4]y = 2: � 1:08911x� 3:63324x2� 0:537753x3 x 2 [�3=4; 0]y = 2: � 1:08911x� 3:63324x2+ 2:03977x3 x 2 [0; 3=4]y = 2:07578 � 1:39221x� 3:2291x2+ 1:86015x3 x 2 [3=4; 3=2]y = 35:9926 � 69:2259x+ 41:9934x2� 8:18928x3 x 2 [3=2; 2]�g. 4 and the table).By deriving the spline we obtain a function that,according to Eq. (12) can be expressed into a series ofHaar wavelets (an alternative numerical algorithm isreported in [10]). Thus also the derivative @u=@x canbe expressed by an equation having the same formof (14) @u(x; t)@x �= MXj=0 qj(x; t)utj; (16)where the coe�cients qj have the same form of (15).7. WAVELET INTERPOLATIONIn the one-dimensional problem (
�R,@
=fx0; x1g) with �nite energy Eq. (4) becomesE(x) MXj=0�d�00(t)dt ++ NXn=0 2M�1Xk=0 dM d�nk (t)dt 2n2	(2nx� k)�utj == A(x) MXj=0 dqj(x; t)dt utj++B(x) MXj=0 pj(x; t)utj + f (x; t)(i = 1; : : : ; n);having taken into account equations (14) { (16). Theabove after some trivial manipulations, based on theGalerkin method, gives rise to an ordinary �rst orderdi�erential system in the unknown functions� def= f�00(t); �nk (t)g;

alike d�dt = F (�; x; t) (17)with initial conditions�(t)jt=0 = �0;being �0 the wavelets coe�cients of the initial func-tion u(x; 0). A further numerical approach such asEulero or Runge{Kutta might help to solve di�eren-tial system (17).CONCLUSIONSThe wavelet representation method applied to thesolution of the fundamental equations of magnetohy-drodynamics which are based on a hyperbolic systemof di�erential equations is discussed. The explicit nu-merical method is sketched.1. Daubechies I. Ten lectures on wavelets CBMS-NSFRegional Conference Series in Applied Mathematics.{Philadelphia: SIAM, 1992.2. Meyer Y. Wavelets: algorithms and applications.{Philadelphia: SIAM, 1993.3. Fr�ohlich J., Schneider K. An adaptive waveletGalerkin algorithm for one- and two- dimensionalame computations // Eur. J. Mech. B / Fluids.{1994.{ 13, N 4.{ P. 439{471.4. Goedecker S., Ivanov O. Solution of multiscale partialdi�erential equations using wavelets // Computers inPhysics.{ 1998.{ 12, N 6.{ P. 548{555.5. Lazaar S., Ponenti Pj., Liandrat J., Tchamitchian P.Wavelet algorithms for numerical resolution of par-tial di�erential equations // Comput. Methods Appl.Mech. Eng.{ 1994.{ 116.{ P. 309{314.6. Tchamitchian P. Wavelets and di�erential oper-ators // Proceedings of Symposia in AppliedMathematics.{ 1993.{ 47.{ P. 77{88.7. Walker J. S. Fourier analysis and wavelet analysis //Notices of the AMS.{ 1997.{ 44, N 6.{ P. 658{670.8 C. Cattani, L. Toscano
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